TRISTAN IS TRUCKIN’ TOWARDS SUCCESS

BY MIRANDA ROMOSER

Tristan Mark Roehrig was born on May 19, 1997. He is the son of Tara Kozich and the late Luke Roehrig. Tristan also has four other siblings: James, Austin, Jessie, and Ashley. Tristan’s favorite family tradition is playing board games together. Tristan enjoys bow hunting when not spending time with his family. An accomplishment he is proud of is coming in first place at state for bow-shooting.

After high school, Tristan is attending Vermillion Community College in Ely, Minnesota. He chose this college because he liked the location of the school and it is where his dad went to college. In ten years, Tristan sees himself working for a national park, owning land in Minnesota, and raising a family. Two things he wants to accomplish in his lifetime are to own acreage in Minnesota, Iowa, or Wisconsin, and have a family with two to three kids.

When Tristan graduates from high school, he will move on and attend a college. Most of all, the classes Tristan has taken, Math, and Construction taught by Mr. Stangel have been his favorite. Because “Stangel always made the classes fun,” says Tristan.

The classes that have been his favorite are Metals and Construction and English, because they all have taught him things that he needs to know later in life.

When Tristan leaves KHS, he wants to be remembered as someone friendly, kind, and helpful. Being helpful should not be too hard for people to remember, because he has many responsibilities at home. These include watching his younger brothers before and after school. He also helps around the house as much as he can.

In his free time, Tristan enjoys fishing, hunting, and camping. Tristan’s advice for future graduating seniors is “Keep on going, you are almost done with high school!”
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The Eagle’s Wing Staff wishes you a safe and happy weekend! When Tristan leaves KHS, he wants to be remembered as someone friendly, kind, and helpful. Being helpful should not be too hard for people to remember, because he has many responsibilities at home. These include watching his younger brothers before and after school. He also helps around the house as much as he can.
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3. The Kestra High School large group speech performed for the community on Wednesday, January 21st. The following Saturday they performed in Wapello. Every group received a spot at districts and is moving on to State at Cedar Rapids Washington on Saturday February 7th.
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In his free time, Tristan enjoys fishing, hunting, and camping. Tristan’s advice for future graduating seniors is “Keep on going, you are almost done with high school!”

5. The 7th grade ELF students participated in the Future City Competition in Cedar Rapids on Sat., Jan 24 at Prairie Point Middle School. In preparation for this big event, students wrote an essay, a narrative, developed a virtual future city on the computer; built a model (pictured above), and also performed a skit for the judges. Students that partipated are pictured above from left to right: Bailey Baumert, Jarod Holmerness, Anna Dunn, Kendall Wilson, Jamie Schulte, Taylor Conrad, and Jake Ives.
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